
The lockdown due to Covid 19 simply stopped my print making in the splendid facilities of 
the Graphic Studio Dublin in its tracks. Like everyone else, I was forced to take a 
completely different course and so I returned to oil painting, a medium that I had left long 
ago, in my earlier career; almost to my surprise, however, I enjoyed it immensely and my 
garden room proved just about adequate as a studio. 
 
Prior to the lockdown, however, I had been largely engaged in producing large prints based 
on fish. This particular interest had been stimulated by a commission from the Department 
of Chemistry in Trinity College, Dublin last year. It so happens that I live near the fishing 
port of Howth and therefore I could often be found browsing the fish mongers' shops there 
in search of unusual creatures with visual potential. 
 
Several times over the years I have become engrossed in life drawing, which I always found 
challenging but a useful resource for subsequent print-making in colour. In addition I have 
found that the grain of wood can help to articulate the human form, in my recent images. 
  
In 1975 I became a member of the Graphic Studio and initially I worked in lithography for a 
couple of years, in which landscapes and images of dancers often figured. 
  
However, partially as a result of visiting the Chester Beatty Library in D ublin, where I was 
fascinated by the work of Hiroshige Hokusai and others, I turned to woodblock printing – 
and reduction woodblock printing in particular, as that seemed to offer the best medium for 
the effects I was aiming to create.  
 
I have frequently exploited the grain of the wood in the images that I have made, as I find it 
evocative of the trees themselves. 
 
Ireland, visually, has a striking lack of trees and, curiously, this may be one of the reasons 
that I found them so striking, even inspiring. A lone tree is so often the most impressive 
feature of an Irish landscape.  
 
The life cycle of tree leaves returning to their roots in Autumn, to nourish the trees in future 
has made a deep impression on me, since childhood. For me, George Bernard Shaw’s view 
that: “Life is like a flame that is always burning itself out, but it catches fire again every 
time a child is born” closely echoes the vision expressed in a beautiful Chinese poem: 
 
“Like a golden beacon signalling on a moonless night 
Tao guides our passage through this transitory realm 
In moments of darkness and pain remember all is cyclical 
Sit quietly behind your wooden door: 
Spring will come again” 

                                                                            Loy Ching-Yuen (1873-1960) 
 

 
My technique is centred on the woodblock reduction system; usually I use 12mm birchply 
wood, on which I cut the basic outline and print the first colour of the entire edition of 15 



prints, usually, and generally on handmade Japanese printing paper or, more recently, 
Somerset. 
 
When the first colour is dry, I cut the same block again before printing the second colour 
and so forth until I have applied five or six colours, working from light to dark and the final 
colour becoming the most opaque.  
 
The ink I use is oil-based etching ink, to ensure that it will be colour fast; and I also also use 
quite a lot of transparent medium if I am working on a landscape. 
 
It has often been remarked that my images display a preoccupation with trees, which is true, 
as their majestic shapes rarely fail to impress me. What I find particularly fulfilling about 
the technique I use is that I find it a contemplative and deliberative process in essence. 
 
Where inspiration is concerned, I am very fortunate that I live on the Howth peninsula, in 
Sutton and surrounded by woodland, highly colourful stone and of course, the sea, which 
has undoubtedly influenced the images I make.  
 
I have often visited the Vercors region of France, over the years, which inspired many 
images featuring mountainous scenes. The high limestone mountains and deep valleys of 
that beautiful region were truly inspirational.  
 
However, none of my decades of experience of print-making would have been possible 
without the superb facilities of the Graphic Studio Dublin, not to mention the inspiring 
community of artists who work there. 
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